This is a “Living Sound” Stereophonic recording exclusively designed and manufactured to be played ONLY on phonographs properly equipped for the reproduction of Stereophonic sound. This recording will also give brilliant performance on many standard high fidelity phonographs by replacing the cartridge.

This “Living Sound” Stereophonic recording was produced by using the most advanced technical methods available. The recordings were made on an Ampex 350-2 with special electronic circuitry and 350-3, where required, using RCA and Telefunken microphones. The masters were cut with a Scully Automatic Recording Lathe, with a Westrex WE3C cutter, controlled vertical amplitude in the amount required to maintain excellent channel separation. Compression and limiter amplifier with adjustable return time provides extraordinary high level with undistorted reproduction.

Low Frequency Range ........................................ 16 CPS
High Frequency Range ....................................... 25,000 CPS
Crossover .......................................................... 500 CPS
Rolloff ............................................................... 13 Db at 10 KC

BROADWAY SHOWS AND MOTION PICTURE FAVORITES
Oklahoma and South Pacific, PST-607
Gigi and Music Man, PST-609
Broadway Hits, PST-615
Show Time, PST-620
My Fair Lady, PST-637
Exodus and Movie Themes, PST-654
Merry Widow and Oklahoma, PST-659
Music Man and Mikado, PST-660

DANCE MUSIC
Viennese Waltzes, PST-604
Let's Cha-Cha, PST-606
Dance Party, PST-616
Peppy Dance Polkas, PST-618
Tangos, PST-619
In Polka Time, PST-626
Dance Band Cha-Cha, PST-631
Cha-Cha Fiesta, PST-645
Perez Prado Cha-Cha Festival, PST-647
Latin Dance Party, PST-650
Let's Dance, PST-652
Havana—2 AM, PST-657
Charanga, PST-661
Percussion in Cha-Cha Time, PST-664

POPULAR FAVORITES
Stereo Sampler, PST-600
Honky Tonkin', PST-617
A Tribute to Glenn Miller, PST-621
The Roaring '20's, PST-622
All-American Marches, PST-625
Oldies But Goodies, PST-628
Riverboat Memories, PST-630
Sing Along With The Hometowners, PST-633
Sing Along With The Gondoliers, PST-634
Voodoo!, PST-636
Hank Williams Sings, PST-642
Dixieland, PST-644
Sing Along All-Time Favorites, PST-649
The Brave Toreros, PST-655
Barbershop Melodies, PST-656
Tales of Fairyland, PST-662
Honky Tonk Piano, PST-663

MOOD MUSIC
Harmonica Moods, PST-602
Romantic Organ Moods, PST-611
Rendezvous In Paris, PST-612
Hawaiian Romance, PST-613

BEST LOVED CLASSICS
Romeo and Juliet Overture, and Peer Gynt Suite #1, PST-601
Tchaikovsky Concerto #1, PST-603
Tchaikovsky Pathetique PST-605
1812 Festival Overture, and Swan Lake Ballet Suite, PST-608
Peer Gynt Suite #2, and Liszt Piano Concerto #1, PST-610
Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto, PST-624
Brahms First Symphony, PST-635
Dvorak New World Symphony, PST-640
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